
Biodiversity basics for professionals 
of financial institutions

This learning tool provides professionals of 
financial institutions a basic understanding of 
biodiversity and its relation to the financial sector

Why this tool?
As you will discover while going through the steps of this biodiversity 
tool on the next page, financial institutions face financial risks 
because of the rapid decline of biodiversity. At the same time, there 
are ample commercial opportunities for conserving and restoring 
biodiversity. 

This biodiversity tool has been created to provide professionals of 
financial institutions a basic understanding of the meaning of 
biodiversity, the causes and consequences related to its loss, as well 
as the relevance of biodiversity to clients of financial institutions and 
the financial institutions themselves. 

After completing this tool you should be equipped to become an 
advocate for biodiversity action in your own organisation and role.

Instructions
 ▪ The biodiversity awareness tool can be found on the next page.
 ▪ The tool starts at the top right of the circle, with the section  
‘The basics’.

 ▪ Each section consists of several sub-topics, that are explained by 
publicly available information.

 ▪ Click on the icon next to the sub-topic to go to the source of 
information.

 ▪ Internet connection is needed to access the sources.
 ▪ It takes one hour to complete.
 ▪ The tool can be completed from any device, anywhere and on the go.

Tip: you can increase the playback speed of YouTube videos (every 
video has a settings-button where you can find this functionality)
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Biodiversity basics for professionals 
of financial institutions

This learning tool provides professionals of 
financial institutions a basic understanding of 
biodiversity and its relation to the financial sector

NBS database

What actions can financial institutions take? What is biodiversity? 

How to capitalise on business opportunities?

What are the relevant (upcoming) regulations?

How can the finance sector help save the planet? Why is biodiversity important?

Why is biodiversity good for the economy? 

What is driving biodiversity loss? 

What are Nature-Based Solutions (NBS)?

What are ecosystem services?

How is climate and nature connected?  
(optional, 24 minutes)

Why should financial institutions  
act on biodiversity?

How can we stop the biggest threats to  
our natural world? 

Test your biodiversity awareness

Done! Share what you’ve learned in your team and 
agree on a first action that you can take in your 
current roles, to contribute to biodiversity restoration.
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https://www.equatorinitiative.org/knowledge-center/nature-based-solutions-database/
https://www.dnb.nl/media/dyykgsrc/from-pledges-to-action-2021.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTC4qiXd36Q
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/publications/biodiversityguide_addressing_opportunities_sustainable
https://dopa.jrc.ec.europa.eu/kcbd/dashboard/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/10/global-biodiversity-framework-cop15-sustainable-food-systems/#:~:text=The%20Post%2D2020%20Global%20Biodiversity,impact%20as%20the%20Paris%20Agreement.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ai0Rc_Jnp2I&ab_channel=WWFInternational
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlWNuzrqe7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c80oLYvr9ck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXllPe7DAxw&ab_channel=IPBESSecretariat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9dsNSvbG74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7UCAsBT5Yg
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/margaret-kuhlow-bridging-the-worlds-of-nature-and-finance/id1537055419?i=1000541344832
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBkxTMS7ZxY
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/oct/14/five-biggest-threats-natural-world-how-we-can-stop-them-aoe#:~:text=If%20they%20are%20to%20succeed,climate%20change%3B%20pollution%3B%20and%20invasion
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zs8wwmn/test
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